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Abstract
This note presents a summary of my research on reasoning about programs with
eects This work has been carried out in collaboration with several colleagues
over roughly the past ten years The work has had two major subthemes reason
ing about functional programs extended with imperative features and reasoning
about components of open distributed systems Functional programming languages
extended with imperative features include languages like Scheme and ML as well
as objectbased languages such as Java This work has focused on operationally
based semantics and formalisms for specifying and reasoning about such programs
The work on components of open distributed systems has been based on the actor
model of computation and has focused on developing semantic models for modular
specication and composition of actor systems
As pointed out in  Real programs have eectscreating new struc
tures examining and modifying existing structures altering 	ow of control
etc
 In the following we give a summary of research on reasoning about
programs with eects carried out over roughly the past ten years by myself
in collaboration with several colleagues
 Discussion of related work is lim
ited to results that our work builds on or that builds on our results
 More
comprehensive discussions of related work can be found in the papers cited
here

The work has had two major subthemes reasoning about functional pro
grams extended with imperative features and reasoning about components of
open distributed systems
 Functional programming languages extended with
imperative features include languages like Scheme and ML as well as object
based languages such as Java
 This work has focused on operationally based
semantics and formalisms for specifying and reasoning about such programs

The work on components of open distributed systems has been based on the

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actor model of computation and has focused on developing semantic models
for modular specication and composition of actor systems

 Imperative Functional Programs
Our approach has been to study lambdalanguages
 These are programming
language obtained by augmenting the callbyvalue lambda calculus with
primitive operations that include not only basic constants branching and
algebraic operations such as arithmetic and pairing but also by imperative
primitives such as control abstractions a la Scheme and reference primitives a
la ML and as discussed in the next section even primitives for concurrent
objectbased computation
 The semantics of these languages is given by a
reduction relation on syntactic entities
 This approach to dening semantics
for imperative functional languages was developed somewhat independently
in  by Mason and Talcott  and by Felleisen and Hieb 
 As
well as being conceptually elegant it has also provided the necessary tools for
several key results and proofs including completeness results for an axiomati
zation of reference primitives and the semantics of our specication theories

Starting from the reduction semantics we derive a more abstract semantics
by considering program fragments to be equivalent if they can not be distin
guished by any program context
 This is known as operational or contextual
equivalence
 The theories we have developed for specication are inspired by
the variable type systems of Feferman 
 These systems are two sorted
theories of operations and classes initially developed for the formalization of
constructive mathematics and later applied to the study of purely functional
languages
 The operator sort allows us to treat functions closures as rst
class entities and the class sort allows for the construction of inductively and
coinductively dened sets and derivation of the corresponding induction and
coinduction principles

In  a semantic theory for functional programs extended with control
abstractions was developed along with methods for reasoning about streams
and coroutines
 In  principles for reasoning about control abstractions
based on this semantics are axiomatized using Fefermans variable type frame
work
 The resulting theory is called IOCC Impredicative theory of Opera
tions Control and Classes
 Examples are given for introduction of escape
mechanisms into programs by transformation and for specifying streams and
coroutines to demonstrate that the rigorous but informal reasoning such as
appears in  can be carried out naturally within a variable type framework

In Mason and Talcott  a study of a language 
mk
 based on the
callbyvalue lambda calculus extended by reference primitives a la ML was
initiated
 In this language atoms cells and lambda abstractions are all rst
class values and as such are storable
 This has several consequences
 Firstly
mutation and variable binding are separate and so we avoid the problems that
typically arise e
g
 in Hoares and dynamic logic from the con	ation of pro

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gram variables and logical variables
 Secondly the equality and sharing of
cells aliasing is easily expressed and reasoned about
 Thirdly the combina
tion of mutable cells and lambda abstractions allows us to study object based
programming
 The main result of this initial study was the CIU theorem
which provides a characterization of operational equivalence aka contextual
equivalence that reduces the set of contexts that need to be considered in
establishing laws of equivalence to those of certain simple shape contexts that
corresponds naturally to states of an abstract machine

In reasoning about program transformations one is typically interested
not in equivalences that hold in all contexts but rather equivalences that hold
under a give set of constraints on the possible values of free variables occurring
in the expression of interest
 In  a notion of constrained equivalence that
captures a simple but useful class of such constraints was introduced and
a complete axiomatization of the zeroorder fragment of 
mk
was given for
constrained equivalence

To enrich the expressible class of constraints and more generally the class
of properties of programs VTLoE a variable typed logic of eects inspired by
the variable type systems of Feferman was developed
 Corresponding to the
two sorts of the Feferman theories VTLoE has two layers a rstorder theory
of individuals built on assertions of equality interpreted as operational equiv
alence and contextual assertions and a theory classes and class membership

Contextual assertions generalize Hoares triples in that they can be nested
used as assumptions and their free variables may be quantied
 They are
similar in spirit to program modalities in dynamic logic
 Our atomic formulas
express the operational or observational equivalence of programs
 Neither
Hoare logic nor dynamic logic incorporate this ability or make use of such
equivalences for example by replacing one piece of program text by an equiv
alent one
 This rst layer of VTLoE is presented in  where the theory is
used to formalize and prove the equivalences given in  which are problem
atic for more traditional denotational semantics
 In  the second layer of
VTLoE is added
 The connection between the laws for contextual assertions
and axioms of modal logic is explored and examples are given demonstrating
the use of classes to develop inductive reasoning principles in the presence
of eects
 Feferman  shows how the pure ML type system can be easily
represented within this framework
 This is not the case when references are
present
 Naive attempts to represent ML types as classes fails in sense that
ML inference rules are not valid
 Its seems that an essential feature of the ML
type system in addition to the inference rules is the preservation of types
during the execution of welltyped programs
 It remains an open problem
to give an independent semantic foundation for type systems for imperative
functional languages

In  four principles for proving properties of imperative functional pro
grams are formalized in the VTLoE framework subgoal induction recursion
induction peephole optimization and a memory reuse principle
 The subgoal

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and recursion induction principles generalize standard principles for purely
functional languages
 Subgoal induction reduces proving inputoutput asser
tions about recursively dened programs to nding suitable invariants and
showing that they propagate across the functions dening bodies
 Recursion
induction reduces proving equivalence of two recursive programs to showing
that each satises the others dening equation
 The peephole rule allows for
the replacement of a program fragment with another fragment that is equiva
lent in the context of use
 The memoryreuse principle captures many of the
standard compiler optimizations concerning register and memory reuse
 This
principle strengthens recursion induction to account for local memory
 Two
examples of the use of these principles are given
 The rst is the transforma
tion of a tail recursive program to a loop that utilizes a register
 The second
is the transformation of a simple but nontrivial rewriting program known
as the Boyer benchmark 

Objects are selfcontained entities with local state
 The local state of an
object can only be changed by action of that object in response to a message

In our framework objects are represented as closures with mutable data bound
to local variables
 A semantic principle called simulation induction was intro
duced in  for establishing equivalence relations between streams object
behaviors and other potentially innite possibly mutable structures
 In 
informal methods based on simulation induction are used to derive an opti
mized specialized window editor from generic specications of its components

This work combines the methods developed in 
 Three dierent aspects
of objects are formalized their specication their behavior and their canon
ical representative
 Formal connections among these aspects provide methods
for optimization and reasoning about systems of objects
 In  these tech
niques are formalized within the VTLoE framework
 Three general principles
are presented one for establishing equivalence of essentially functional be
haviors one for establishing equivalence of objects and one for obtaining an
object from a specication of its behavior
 These principles provide tools for
reasoning about an important class of objects and transformations
 The use
of these principles is illustrated with a series of simple examples concerning
streams

In  a complete Hilbert style axiomatization of the rst layer of VT
LoE is presented
 In  a sequent style system for this layer is presented

This sequent calculus implemented in the proof assistant Isabelle and used this
implemented system to carry out several examples of program transformations
and derivations

Two key ingredients of the approach to reasoning about imperative func
tional programs described above are the use of lambdalanguages and the use
of syntactic reduction systems for the operational semantics
 Our approach
has been to study operational aka contextual equivalence and establishing
useful but generally incomplete laws and proof principles for reasoning about
program equivalence
 Operational equivalence is essentially the largest con

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sistent equivalence relation but by its very nature is sensitive to the choice of
imperative primitives included in the language
 Thus adding new imperative
primitives generally invalidates some class of equations
 Felleisen and his stu
dents have focussed on developing program calculi for imperative functional
languages extending the basic lambda calculus cf
 
 This ap
proach gives elegant proof systems for reasoning about programs and robust
notions of program equivalence that persist when new imperative primitives
are added
 However these calculi fail to prove many desirable equivalences

In  we present a unied framework for reasoning about program equiv
alence in lambdalanguages that is a rst step towards developing a semantic
framework that captures the best of both worlds
 A notion of uniform seman
tics for lambdalanguages is dened that captures the essential properties of
imperative primitives and the reduction rules dening their semantics used in
establishing program equivalence
 General principles are developed for reason
ing about program equivalence in any lambda language with uniform seman
tics
 For such languages we have the combined benets of reduction calculi
modular axiomatization and operational equivalence more equations
 Uni
form semantics is built from uniform computation which allows computation
steps to be carried out on states with missing information
 It has the property
that computation steps commute with lling in of missing information
 The
CIU theorem holds for any lambda languages with uniform semantics
 Using
CIU and other consequences of uniform semantics two general principles for
proving program equivalence are established that capture computational intu
itions programs with equivalent reducts are equivalent expressions placed in
equivalent contexts yield equivalent programs
 Simulation principles are also
established for proving equivalence of imperative functions and objects

 Actor semantics
Distributed programs are complex and hard to reason about
 An important
source of diculty in actual installed distributed systems is their openended
nature unlike modules described in traditional programming languages over
time distributed components may be added or removed and they may change
their connectivity
 Moreover components of open distributed systems have
little if any control over their environment

Our work in this area is based on the actor model of computation 

Actors are independent computational agents that interact solely via asyn
chronous message passing
 An actor can create other actors send messages
and modify its own local state
 An actor can only eect the local state of
other actors by sending them messages and it can only send messages to its
acquaintancesnames of actors it was given upon creation it received in a
message or actors it created
 Actor semantics requires computations to be
fairany message sent will eventually be delivered
 The actor model pro
vides the basic elements for open distributed computation encapsulation of

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state independent concurrent units of computation interaction and dynamic
creation and interconnection

We take two views of actors as individuals and as elements of compo
nents
 Individual actors provide units of encapsulation of state and control

Components are collections of actors and messages
 They are are open in the
sense that they can send messages outside the system and designated actors
called receptionists can receive messages from outside the system
 The sets
of receptionists and known external actors form the interface of an actor com
ponent with its environment
 Both sets may grow as the system evolves and
interacts with its environment
 Collecting actors into components provides for
composability coordination and scaling

The principal results of our eorts include

A theory of expression equivalence for a higherorder actor language 
act

suitable for verifying highlevel transformations such as might be performed
by an optimizing compiler


A framework for language independent specication of individual actor be
haviors called actor theories
 Actor theories also provide an elegant opera
tional semantics for components


An abstract semantics called interaction semantics for reasoning about
components in terms of possible interactions with their environment


A formal algebra of components of actor systems together with a wide
range of component algebras both syntactic and semantic corresponding
to dierent levels of abstraction


Structure preserving maps between actor algebras maps from syntactic to
semantic algebras provide a composable semantics maps between semantic
algebras are useful for transferring results between semantic domains


A method based on actor theories and interaction semantics for dening
semantics of actor languages and reasoning about transformations within
and translations between languages


In addition to the foundational work on actor semantics a number of ex
tensions to the basic actor model have been explored
 These extensions
provide for separation of concerns by allowing for separate specication and
implementation of application behavior coordination security and timing
mechanisms and runtime semantics dependability load balancing mem
ory management etc

 Our semantic methods were applied to give formal
semantics to several actor language extensions and to reason about compo
sition of system level services

Although this work focused on the actor model and actor languages many
of the methods and ideas apply more generally to object based concurrent
systems


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Equivalence in the actor language 
act
In  the semantics of 
act
 an extension of a simple functional language
with primitives for actor computation is studied
 An operational semantics is
dened using a labelled transition system building on ideas presented in 
and on the syntactic reduction methods developed for imperative functional
languages
 Various notions of testing equivalence on actor expressions are
dened in analogy to the notions dened for process algebra 
 An important
result is that due to the fairness assumption of the actor model the three
forms of equivalence  convex must and may equivalence  collapse to
two in the presence of fairness
 Specically convex and must equivalence are
the same and imply may equivalence
 May equivalence does not in general
imply mustconvex equivalence
 An abstract semantics was dened using
convexmust equivalence
 This provides a basis for establishing correctness of
compiler optimizations and other operations on actor programs
 A rich theory
of equivalence for actor expressions extending the theory of the computational
lambda calculus was developed along with general methods for establishing
laws of equivalence
 These methods are based on concepts analogous to those
used in uniform semantics

Actor Component Algebras
Actor components provide for scalability and composability
 It is important to
have a wide range of composable models that express a variety of properties
of components at dierent levels of abstraction
 What are key features of
actor components An actor component has an interface consisting of a set of
receptionists actors in the component that can receive messages from outside
the component and a set of externalsactors outside the component that may
be sent messages from actors within
 Abstracting from the specic notion of
component as an encapsulated group of actors we consider a broader notion

A component may be simply an interface a static description of a collection of
actors and messages or a semantic behavior
 To dene semantic behaviors we
consider semantic domains whose elements represent actor computations at
dierent levels of abstraction ranging from detailed computation paths of an
operational semantics to partial orders on the set of events of a computation
to interaction paths that represent only the interactions of a component with
its environment
 Each element of a semantic domain has an interface and a
behavior is a set of elements of a semantic domain with a common interface

The notion of actor component algebra was introduced in 
 A component
algebra consists of a set of components which contains an empty component
together with an operation mapping components to their interface and three
additional operations parallel composition restriction of the receptionist set
and renaming of actors
 A component algebra must satisfy
 Parallel composition is associative and commutative with identity the
empty component


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 Renaming commutes with parallel composition and with restriction

Also of interest are maps between component algebras that preserve the al
gebraic structure
 More precisely an actor component morphism  must
satisfy
  preserves the empty component and interface operation
  commutes with parallel composition restriction and renaming

Noting that interfaces form a component algebra we require that the inter
face operation of a component algebra must be a morphism to the interface
algebra
 A composable semantics is simply a morphism from the algebra of
congurations to a semantic algebra
 Maps between semantic algebras allow
one to relate specications based on dierent models and to transfer results
obtained in one domain to another as will be seen below

Actor Theories
The notion of abstract actor structure was introduced in 
 This later
evolved into the actor theory framework
 The notion of actor theory provides
an axiomatic characterization of the essential features of actor programming
languages and allows for components to be dened using multiple languages

It re	ects the view that an actors behavior should be specied in terms of
the messages sent and the actors created in response to receipt of a message

An actor theory species sets of actor names individual actor states and
messages
 In addition it species a set of reaction rules that describe individ
ual actor behaviorwhat an actor does when a message arrives
 Associated
with each actor theory is a set of congurations that describe actor system
components with an algebra of congurations that satises the component
algebra laws
 Associated to each conguration of an actor theory is a set of
computations derived from the reaction rules using ideas based on rewriting
logic 
 In  the rewriting logic foundation for actor theories was made
precise by dening the notion of an actor rewrite theory 
 Also composability
theorems were proved for several derived computation path set semantics

Computation path semantics accounts for both internal computation and
interaction of a component with its environment
 In  interaction semantics
was introduced as a means of abstracting away from details of internal com
putation and reasoning about actor system components considered as black
boxes
 Interaction path sets also have a component algebra structure ver
ifying that the interaction semantics compositional
 This provides a basis
for modular reasoning about construction and transformation of components
specied as abstract actor systems

Correctness of actor language translation
In  a semantics preserving translation between two actor languagesa
high level User Language and a low level Kernel Languagewas presented


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Each of the languages was given a simple operational semantics and an ab
stract interaction semantics by dening an associated actor theory
 A transla
tion from the User to the Kernel language was dened and shown to preserve
the interaction semantics of programs
 The user language is objectoriented

Actors qua objects have methods and synchronization constraints which allow
an object to control when a method can be invoked
 The kernel language is
an extension of 
act
to include a control abstraction that allows capture of
the remainder of a local computation and its representation as a function

The translation is typical of what might be found in the front end of an actor
language compiler
 The semantics preserving translation demonstrates that
the basic actor primitives of the kernel are as expressive as those of the user
language although perhaps less convenient from a programmers point of view

The proof itself is of interest since it demonstrates a methodology based on
actor theories for proving correctness of transformations and translations of
actor languages and more generally of concurrent object languages

Composable Models
In  two additional semantic models of actor computation open event dia
grams and interaction diagrams were studied and their relations to computa
tion and interaction semantics was explored
 A component algebra structure
was dened on each of the semantic domains
 Mappings from event diagrams
to interaction diagrams and from interaction diagrams to interaction paths
are dened and shown to be component algebra morphisms
 Semantic maps
associating to actor theory congurations sets of event diagrams complete
event diagrams interaction diagrams and interaction paths were also dened

These maps each give a compositional semantics
 To establish compositional
ity a morphism from computations to event diagrams was dened along with
a partial inverse mapping thus reducing the problem to the compositionality
of the semantics based on sets of computations

Open event diagrams generalize the event diagrams introduced by Greif 
and formalized by Clinger  to the open systems setting making interac
tions with the environment explicit
 Event diagrams are partial orders on
the message delivery events satisfying certain additional laws required of ac
tor computations
 Interaction diagrams are the result of hiding the internal
events of event diagrams
 What remains are is a binary relation between
the input events arrival of messages from the environment and the output
events delivery of messages to the environment that is the restriction of the
event diagram partial order
 The interaction semantics of a component corre
sponds to the set of possible global times compatible with event or interaction
diagrams of the component
 Interaction diagrams and interaction paths are
abstractions of complete computations
 They each provide a basis for dening
component equivalence and lead to rich and useful equational theories
 Inter
action diagrams retain more information about the ordering of internal events
thus allowing easier expression of history dependence
 However some of the

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ordering information is not relevant and interaction paths provide a way of
forgetting this information

Extensions of the actor model
This work is part of a larger eort to investigate highlevel programming
abstractions to specify synchronization realtime dependability security and
resource management policies
 These programming abstractions are realized
in re	ective extensions of the basic actor model

The two level actor model TLAM  is an initial step in the de
velopment of a formal semantic framework for reasoning about adaptive re
	ective computation in open distributed systems
 This model provides mech
anisms for describing distributed system services built from services local to
a node
 Here each node has a group of baselevel application actors and
a group of metalevel actors that observe and control the baselevel behav
ior
 Metalevel actors from dierent nodes in a network interact to provide
distributed systemwide services
 This model has been used to formalize and
reason about a distributed garbage collection algorithm 
 It has also been
used to specify and reason about the safe composition of systemlevel activi
ties such as remote creation migration and recording of global snapshots of
system properties such as accessibility relation between actors 
 It is
currently be extended to treat Quality of Service issues as part of Venkata
subramanians PhD thesis work

Three other PhD theses have used the semantics of 
act
as a starting point
for developing formal semantics for languages for extensions of the actor model

Frolund  introduces a notion of synchronizers for coordinating activities of
groups of actors
 Sturman  presents a language DIL for declarative speci
cation of policies for interaction that customize the basic actor communication
mechanism and Ren  denes a notion of realtime synchronizer to express
timing constraints on actor computations

 Future Perspectives
It seems clear that operational semantics is going to play an important role in
developing semantic theories for modern programming languages concurrent
distributed mobile languages with the potential for interacting with and ef
fecting their environment
 What is needed is to bring together the many ideas
and techniques that have been used in special cases and identify the general
principles
 We need a good mathematical framework for dening operational
semantics of new languages and for deriving a variety of useful abstractions
and tools for manipulating programs and their semantics
 For semantic meth
ods to be useful in software development we need better tools for using the
semantics simple tools for calculation with the semantics and working out
nontrivial examples tools to aid in checking formally specied properties
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and tools for designing semantically correct program transformations

For my own work there are several directions I hope to pursue

formalization of semantics for checkable and semiautomatic proofs and
transformations in VTLoE

extension of the uniform semantics framework to include support for types
and other analysis methods and tools and extension to object based con
currency

a specication language and logic for reasoning about actor systems in the
spirit of VTLoE

semantics of re	ective computation  especially re	ective actor computation
models
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